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The above video contains an astrological overview for the week
of 29th July 2019.
To get this week’s video horoscope for your specific zodiac
sign, click on the link corresponding to your sign:

Aries | Taurus | Gemini | Cancer | Leo |
Virgo | Libra | Scorpio | Sagittarius |
Capricorn | Aquarius | Pisces

Astrology Overview for Jul 29-Aug
04, 2019
This week some restless energies can dominate, not least with
the Square between the feisty energies of Uranus, and the
conjunction of the Sun/Venus in Leo. Although this duo are
offering wonderful charismatic magic for us to manifest with,
this is certainly not a time to lord it over people or fall
into the trap of being superior.
Also in relationship scenarios this is week to be open to flex
to new possibilities and ways of doing things. If we are
determined to do it our way and discount bending and flexing
to meet others half way, it could trigger rebellion. Spending
decisions can also be more hurried and rather impulsive. But
then again a loved one could press us for some kind of
financial assistance. Not the best of weeks to spoil anyone or

make grand gestures. What we can do is seek new and
imaginative ways to sweat our resources, and be as open to
more inventive approaches, just perhaps not radically risk
taking ones.
Mercury also continues its strident opposition to Pluto. The
great news is that Mercury also ends its retrograde on the
31st before going direct on the 2nd of August. Although this
can see some log jams unblocked, the Pluto opposition is still
a breeding ground for polarized positions and views, or to
encounter those who are rather bombastic or opinionated.
The wonderful warmth of the Leo/Venus New Moon on Thursday at
4.11 BST does urge us all to pour warm, fire and energy into
the situations which are truly meaningful. This would be a
fine time to go on a date, or to add some glamorous or
fashionable twists to our wardrobes.
For more information on how this will pan or your zodiac sign
or to watch your zodiac sign Weekly Video forecast or join me
at Free Daily, Weekly and Monthly Horoscopes
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